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Summary

Background: Medication reconciliation is an essential, but resource-intensive process without a "gold standard" to measure medication adherence. Medication reconciliation applications that focus on facilitating clinicians’ decision-making are needed. Since no single available source of medication information is adequate, combining data sources may improve usefulness and outcomes.

Objectives: We aimed to design a medication reconciliation application that could incorporate multiple data sources and convey information about patients’ adherence to prescribed medications. We discuss design decisions integral to developing medication reconciliation applications for the electronic health record. The discussion is relevant for health IT developers, clinical providers, administrators, policy makers, and patients. Three hypotheses drove our design of this application: 1) Medication information comes from a variety of sources, each having benefits and limitations; 2) improvements in patient safety can result from reducing the cognitive burden and time required to identify medication changes; 3) a well-designed user interface can facilitate clinicians’ understanding and clinical decision making.

Methods: Relying on evidence about interface design and medication reconciliation, an application for the electronic health record at an academic medical center in the U.S. was designed. Multiple decisions that considered the availability, value, and display of the medication data are explored: Information from different sources; interval changes in medications; the sorting of information; and the user interface.

Results: The prototype medication reconciliation application design reflects the visual organization, categorization, modality of interactions, and presentation of medication information from three data sources: patient, electronic health record, and pharmacy.

Conclusions: A new medication reconciliation user interface displays information from multiple sources, indicates discrepancies among sources, displays information about adherence, and sorts the medication list in a useful display for clinical decision making. Gathering, verifying, and updating medication data are resource-intensive processes. The outcomes of integrating, interpreting, and presenting medication information from multiple sources remain to be studied.
1. Introduction

Medication errors and preventable adverse drug events between medications documented at home, during office visits, in pharmacies, and during hospitalizations may occur because of medication list discrepancies [2, 9, 11, 12, 15, 34, 43]. Elimination of discrepancies to improve patient safety is the goal of medication reconciliation. Medication reconciliation, as described by The Joint Commission, has five core steps: gathering and verifying current medication information; prescribing medications; resolving discrepancies; making clinical decisions; and communicating a finalized list to the patient or caregiver [50]. Completion of these steps should lead to creation of a single, most accurate, list of medications, but completing these steps is complex. To assist health care providers in completing these steps, and to improve the accuracy of the reconciled medication list, the design of a system for medication reconciliation needs to address both functional requirements and usability [21, 33].

In their 2010 guidelines about meaningful use, the U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services stated that medication reconciliation is "the process of identifying the most accurate list of all medications that the patient is taking, including name, dosage, frequency, and route, by comparing the medical record to an external list of medications obtained from a patient, hospital, or other provider" (8]. Successful medication reconciliation, however, has been hindered by the need to collect and integrate information from multiple, paper-based or electronic, sources [9, 22]. The passage of the U.S. Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) [1] Act could spur more widespread electronic health record (EHR) system adoption [7, 14, 17]. Many early adopters of EHR systems have successfully completed medication reconciliation electronically [10, 19, 39-41, 49]. The focus of attention must now shift to higher-order taxonomic goals: Instead of simply gathering and classifying lists of information, providers should perform the tasks of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation [3, 6].

To move toward these higher-order goals, improved approaches are first needed to aggregate and organize medication lists from multiple sources [20]. In the past, isolation of data sources limited medication data aggregation (e.g. a pharmacy claims database being unable exchange data with an EHR). Now, through the integration of data from multiple sources, such as health information exchanges and regional pharmacy claims databases, aggregating medication data is possible and necessary for successful medication reconciliation. Effective models of data integration are needed. To date, successful integration of medication list information from multiple sources has been reported by only two health care systems: The Veterans Health Administration [24] and Partners HealthCare [30, 36, 45]. Although studies have shown the benefit of presenting the clinician with medication data from multiple sources, we are unaware of any systems that facilitate reconciliation from multiple sources by providing clinicians with organized, computation-based interpretations of data. We describe a new approach that integrates the patient's report, medication orders, pharmacy dispensing, and insurance claims data in an easily interpreted medication list display. This study offers a novel discussion of design decisions central to the development of electronic medication reconciliation applications.

2. Background

Poon et al. described the inpatient admission and discharge medication reconciliation process, which consists of six steps: gathering medication information from available sources; verifying the medication information; recording verified medication information; updating the list with new information; making clinical decisions to continue, adjust, or discontinue each medication; and generating appropriate orders [30]. Figure 1, adapted from Poon et al. [30], depicts the flow of this process, modified to categorize sources of medication information and cover both the inpatient and outpatient settings. The first four steps gathering, verifying, recording, and updating information can be done with relatively minimal clinical training; in contrast, making clinical decisions and generating prescriptions requires more extensive training. The steps of gathering, verifying, and recording information from health information systems may be assisted by computer-based automation.
2.1 Prior designs of medication reconciliation applications

Published discussion of the design of medication reconciliation applications is sparse. Researchers at Partners HealthCare have published studies of designs that target the clinician [30, 35-38, 45]. The Pre-Admission Medication List (PAML) builder was designed to facilitate medication reconciliation through support of inpatient history taking [30, 36, 45]. Medication information source (outpatient ambulatory setting or inpatient discharge list) is displayed in multiple columns. The authors suggested that this might prompt clinicians to seek additional information when they notice discrepancies. They also discussed the task of merging duplicate medications using the generic name [30]. Subsequent evaluation found an absolute risk reduction of 0.72 for the PAML’s ability to reduce potential adverse drug events due to discrepancies [36].

Similarly focused on clinician-centered design, the Post Discharge Medication Reconciliation Tool targeted reconciliation between the PAML and the hospital discharge medication list [37]. Clinicians in the ambulatory setting were presented with two columns corresponding to the lists to reconcile. They could then reconcile lists by choosing between three actions: Add, modify, or verify. Taking action on every medication in the list was not required. This facilitated subspecialists’ desire to be only partially responsible for medication reconciliation.

In an additional application from Partners HealthCare, the Patient Gateway Medication Module, responsibility is shared between clinician and patient [35, 38]. This application consists of two parts: A patient module, as part of a personal health record; and a clinician application, as part of the EHR. Patients are presented with the active medication list from the EHR for verification and explanation of discrepancies. Information collected from the patients can then be compared with the medication list contained within the EHR by their physicians for reconciliation.

In three other examples, the responsibility for entry of electronic medication reconciliation data falls to someone other than the physician. In one, the use of an ambulatory kiosk directed responsibility to the patient [24]. In the other two, responsibility fell to the nurse or pharmacist to enter and update the electronic medication list [19, 31]. Therefore, these studies also fall outside the scope of our approach of facilitating clinician-centered decision making.

2.2 Barriers to medication reconciliation

The clinician’s task of manually reconciling available medication data is difficult; this is true even independent of barriers in medication data acquisition. The first barrier derives from differences in medication information formatting. Patients’ adherence is frequently collected via oral report; clinical notes commonly exist in paper-based or electronic format. Even when these disparate sources can be found in an EHR, differences in formatting (e.g., tables vs. narrative text) increase the clinician’s cognitive burden. Inpatient studies measuring providers’ time to reconcile medications indicate that this is a lengthy process: 9 to 30 minutes at hospital admission [5, 9, 18, 43, 47]; 60 to 90 minutes on transfer; and 45 to 60 minutes at discharge [18]. Reductions in time required have already been demonstrated, even on paper, through automation and systemization [18, 31, 32].

A second barrier, relying on the patient as the sole source of medication adherence information, can also present problems due to “recall bias, overestimation of adherence, and elicitation of socially acceptable responses” [27]. Furthermore, Trindade et al. showed that clinicians’ accurate identification of problems with medication adherence was only 33% [44]. Clinicians are not limited to the patient as a source, however, since they may have access to multiple additional sources: Patient, health record, and pharmacy (Figure 1). Each source introduces the chance for discrepancies. As an example, Vogelsmeier et al. showed that clinicians make assumptions about medication-list accuracy and patients’ adherence based upon electronic documentation that may itself be inaccurate [48]. Furthermore, since none of these sources consistently reflects true medication adherence, clinicians lack an adherence “gold standard”.

Next, consider the challenges of extracting adherence information from a clinician’s note. A note often contains medication list information but is frequently stored as narrative text, rather than structured data. Thus, gathering adherence information from notes would require either extensive human and financial resources for manual data entry, or an effective natural language processor;
neither of which is easy to implement [16, 46, 51]. Even with such solutions, incomplete documentation and inaccuracy would remain as barriers.

The fourth barrier relates to structured orders from a computerized provider order entry system. Many EHR systems’ methods of reviewing orders and clinical notes are cumbersome; they do not provide “intelligent” means of identifying order relationships. For example, a system may not link the current dose of a medication when it was prescribed by one clinician and increased by another provider at a later time. Further complicating the picture, patients often see providers from multiple health care systems that may not be linked by a health information exchange.

A final barrier arises from difficulties in obtaining medication data from multiple pharmacies or insurance claims databases. To overcome this, one would have to aggregate data from sources that have been historically isolated. Recently, this burden has been reduced with increased availability of pharmacy dispensing data; one such source is SureScripts [42]. Yet, even aggregated pharmacy dispensing databases have limitations that preclude their acceptance as a gold standard source for active medications. First, data from these aggregated sources can be expensive. Second, medications such as over-the-counter medications may still be omitted (though this is true less often as medication data processing systems become more advanced). Finally, 16% of new prescriptions are not filled [13]. Pharmacy data, therefore, do not perfectly correspond to active orders.

To address these barriers, we redesigned an approach to medication reconciliation. Improvements derive from the incorporation of multiple medication information sources as well as a design focused on usefulness and usability. Therefore, while important for medication reconciliation overall, no further discussion is given to steps that occur before final prescribing. This includes the various means by which one could gather, verify, or record medication information. Similarly, the necessary tasks of consolidating similar or duplicative lists of medications are left outside the scope of this discussion. Instead, our focus is upon improved aggregation, interpretation, and ultimately presentation of these varied sources of information. While many users of various roles (e.g., nurses, pharmacists, and clinicians) will use this medication reconciliation application, our focus was directed toward the clinician in an outpatient setting. Below are detailed descriptions of design decisions in the user interface that may improve usability for clinicians and promote accurate, efficient medication reconciliation.

3. Methods

3.1 Study Setting

In this study, we targeted clinicians who practice at a tax-supported health institution in a large Midwestern academic medical center. This institution has used a locally developed comprehensive EHR system [25] for over three decades in both the inpatient and outpatient settings. The Indiana Network for Patient Care [26], a regional health information exchange, stores medication data that include records from computerized provider order entry and pharmacy information systems. The network includes clinical data from 90 hospitals, public health departments, local laboratories, imaging centers, and a few large-group practices affiliated with hospital systems. The health information exchange’s data repository contains more than four billion clinical observations, including over 79 million text reports for approximately 12 million patients.

3.2 Design Decisions

While touching all five steps of medication reconciliation depicted in Figure 1, the single driving focus of our prototype design was to facilitate clinicians’ understanding and decision-making. This led to design paradigm decisions that considered data availability, value, and display.

Our first design consideration related to medication information coming from diverse sources. Although each source is important, simultaneous display of information from all sources is impractical. Instead, we organized information into three groups: Patient derived sources; health record derived sources; and pharmacy derived sources (Figure 1). From each category, we included the
most readily available sources (items with “*”). Incorporation of additional sources will come in future development.

Our second design consideration involved the ease of identifying medication list changes. Without discrepancies between medication sources, reconciliation is straightforward. We therefore focused on more complex, yet common, scenarios identifying five categories requiring providers’ special attention (Table 1).

Our third design consideration was medication sorting and display. Common convention sorts medications by name, alphabetically. Alphabetization, however, helps only to identify an individual drug rapidly; even for this purpose, users’ expectations may not be met. As most medications have both brand and generic names, they may or may not begin with different letters; simply finding a drug in an alphabetized list may be harder than expected. Therefore, alphabetical ordering was kept merely as a sorting option, rather than a requirement. The alternative design, sorting by adherence, was predicted to facilitate clinicians’ reconciliation and decisions.

Our final design consideration regarded the user interface for medication information display. Our model focused on four principles of heuristic design: Match between system and the real world; consistency and standards; flexibility and efficiency of use; and aesthetic and minimalist design [28]. Common Internet functionality was incorporated: Use of a virtual shopping cart; and a layout reminiscent of an e-mail application. Taking action on medications in the list in several different ways was supported, to provide flexibility. For example, a user could click on an individual medication to change. Alternatively, the user could select multiple medications to change them as a group. Finally, elements for display were chosen for simplicity and aesthetics.

3.3 Prototype Design

Two of the authors (JC and KS) separately developed alternative, novel medication reconciliation prototypes. To gain diverse feedback, the prototypes were shown to clinicians, information-technology professionals, pharmacists, and nurses. Each prototype then underwent iterative revisions to incorporate their feedback. This feedback included suggestions about wording of adherence categories, consideration of various role-specific views of the application based on typical clinical responsibilities, and distinguishing patient-derived from pharmacy-derived information via separate columns while associating the EHR-derived information with the medication name. A final prototype was then created by incorporating the best features of each initial approach.

3.4 Prototype Definitions

3.4.1 Low Adherence

For most medications, we used an adherence threshold of less than 80% to label a medication as “Low Adherence” [23, 29]. This would be helpful for certain classes of medications such as contraceptives and anti-retroviral medications that require a much higher adherence threshold to be effective [29]. Our selected threshold is not absolute; medication threshold customization is planned as a future development.

3.4.2 Adherence Percentage Calculation

To calculate an adherence percentage, we chose to use the proportion of days covered instead of the medication possession ratio, the advantage being incorporation of “credit” for refills dispensed before the current supply is expected to be depleted [4, 23].

4. Results

4.1 Visual Organization of Medications

Our prototype is shown in Figure 2. We designed the prototype to allow the user to toggle between two alternative views (Figure 2-A). The first would sort the medication list alphabetically by generic drug name. The second would sort the medication list by three adherence criteria: “Discon-
4.2 Medication Adherence Category Displays

The medication list manager organizes medications into three sections, as follows.

4.4.1 "Discontinued Order, But Patient Still Taking"

The first section in Figure 2 is intended to help clinicians identify cases where the patient is still taking a medication despite direction from a clinician to discontinue that medication. For a medication to appear in this section, two conditions must apply: A discontinue order must be the most recent order pertaining to that medication; and the patient reports taking the medication after the order to discontinue the medication was entered. Problems with communication or following instructions could result in this potentially dangerous situation. This might occur upon hospital discharge, for example, if the patient is left without guidance from the discharge medication list specifying which medications should be discontinued.

4.4.2 "Not Taking or Low Adherence"

The second section in Figure 2 is intended to present medication data for three types of situations: Patient reports not taking the medication; pharmacy dispensing or insurance claims data indicate low adherence regardless of patient report; or medication dispensing data is unavailable which may occur if the patient never fills a given prescription. While the third scenario might result from incomplete data rather than low adherence, we decided to take a practical and minimalist approach for our adherence categories; this will likely maximize the sensitivity of finding an adherence issue to be verified by the clinician. Therefore, rather than creating separate categories for each possible scenario, we grouped several scenarios into this category. In summary, this category was intended to encompass all medications that were unlikely to be having their intended clinical effect due to low adherence.

4.4.3 "Taking"

The third section in Figure 2 lists all ongoing, unchanged medications as well as new medications and changed dosing, as long as three criteria are met: A prescription authorizing this medication is active; adherence exceeds a pre-defined threshold above which the medication could be expected to have its intended clinical effect; and the patient reports adherence to the medication.

4.3 Modality of Interaction with Medication Information

Our prototype uses the concept of a virtual shopping cart to perform actions such as discontinuing a medication or making changes to the dosing instructions. Items chosen by selecting the box in Figure 2-B can then be placed into the cart by clicking on the shopping cart button for later review. This same modality gives the user the ability to discontinue multiple selected medications simultaneously. To add medications to the list, users would click on a button not depicted in Figure 2.

4.4 Visualization of Health Record Derived Medication Information

To provide alerts to the user about issues directly related to the medication or dosing instructions, we developed four unique flags: D/Cd (discontinued; Figure 2-C); Dose Discrepancy (Figure 2-D); Dose Change (Figure 2-E); and New (Figure 2-F). Compared to the user’s previous encounter with the patient, these flags would appear if another provider discontinued a medication (D/Cd), changed the dosing instructions for a medication (Dose Change), or initiated a medication (New). The Dose Discrepancy flag would appear if the patient reported taking a dose that differed from the most recent order for that medication.
4.5 Visualization of Patient Derived Medication Information

In the column denoted by Figure 2-G, text boxes display the patient’s report of adherence as “Patient Reports Taking” or “Patient Reports Not Taking”. Blue and red color schemes give additional distinction respectively. To provide the user with information about the age of the data, the date upon which this patient’s adherence report was collected is also displayed.

4.6 Visualization of Pharmacy Record Derived Medication Information

The column denoted by Figure 2-H was designed to provide the user with pharmacy-based or insurance claims-based data about medications. The options here are “Discontinued” (Figure 2-I), “Low Adherence” (Figure 2-J), “No Available Dispensing Data” (Figure 2-K), and “Likely Taking” (Figure 2-L). The wording was chosen to convey the best overall estimate of adherence.

One option, “Low Adherence”, indicates failing to meet the threshold sufficient to consider a patient adherent with a given medication as detailed above. More detailed information is displayed through the calculated percentage for adherence (Figure 2-M), indicators of an increase or decrease in adherence (Figure 2-N), and an icon that upon hover-over displays an estimated adherence graph for that medication (Figure 2-O & Figure 3). Calculation of adherence, based on pharmacy derived sources, will be done by the EHR system.

Another option, “Likely Taking”, is exclusive of the other three, yet the wording was chosen to convey that the EHR system cannot completely identify adherence. This would appear when the pharmacy-derived or insurance claims-derived data indicated adherence of at least 80%. As with “low adherence”, additional details would be available on demand.

Three commonly encountered scenarios influenced the wording for “No Available Dispensing Data”. First, medication data from pharmacy dispensing records and insurance claims will occasionally be missing or inaccurate. Second, some patients pay for their own medications (“out of pocket”), thus limiting our ability to ascertain dispensing data completely. Finally, medications that are available without a prescription (i.e., over the counter) are inconsistently captured by electronic data systems. Without access to pharmacy data or insurance claims data, there is no additional detailed data to display on hover-over.

The final pharmacy/insurance claims data descriptor, “Discontinued”, would be displayed if the most recent order for that medication had directed the patient to discontinue that medication. We do not provide the additional information of adherence or indicator of change, but we do provide the icon for the user to review a graph of recent adherence (Figure 2-O and Figure 3).

4.7 Visualization of Other Available Data

Although it could also be described as pharmacy data, the number of available refills is displayed in its own column denoted by Figure 2-P, distinct from the column denoted by Figure 2-H. This decision was made to give visual distinction between data related to past adherence and data that would be more valuable to the provider in the steps of clinical decision-making and generation of orders depicted in Figure 1.

In addition, to keep the user interface simple, we decided to make detailed medication information available upon demand. Clicking on the name of a medication would bring up a dialog box that enables adjustment to the dosing instructions for that medication and display of the name of the prescribing clinician. Hovering over a pill icon (Figure 2-Q) would reveal a larger picture of the medication that was actually dispensed to the patient. A click on the “patient report” box, in the column denoted by Figure 2-G, would open a dialog box displaying reports about adherence. Finally, clicking on the “adherence” box would open a dialog box with additional pharmacy dispensing information, such as the name of the prescribing clinician, the name of the pharmacy where the prescription was filled, and the dates of dispensing.
5. Discussion

Based on principles of design and others’ experience, we designed a new medication reconciliation user interface that displays information from multiple sources, indicates discrepancies among sources, and sorts the list in a useful display for clinical decision making. This approach incorporates and extends the work of previously published medication reconciliation applications in several ways. Although the PAML displays discrepant information, the clinician must determine the nature of the discrepancies without further assistance [30, 36, 45]. Our enhancements of computing, interpreting, organizing, and displaying information about adherence might improve outcomes further. Through more direct presentation of discrepant medication information, we anticipate improved facilitation of discussions with patients about any medication adherence barriers. Similar to the Post Discharge Medication Reconciliation Tool, our approach is facilitative of subspecialists’ workflow as it does not require action on every medication [37].

We hypothesize that addressing the user interface design considerations that we described above will facilitate clinicians’ understanding and decisions during medication reconciliation. Minimizing adverse drug events likely cannot be accomplished by merely integrating disparate sources of information; medication reconciliation systems should assist clinicians in the interpretation of information displayed. Such systems should assist clinicians in answering five fundamental questions of medication reconciliation: What medication information is available? What are the sources of this information? What has changed since the last encounter? What is our estimate of the patient’s adherence? What should be done now? A system’s facilitative and interpretive qualities will allow clinicians to focus on interacting with patients about adherence and other issues, rather than just documenting a list of medications.

Medication information must be gathered from multiple diverse sources. No source is universally reliable; each has benefits and limitations. Integration of multiple sources of medication information can improve a clinician’s interpretation. For example, a patient may report taking a medication while pharmacy records demonstrate large gaps in dispensing. With such knowledge, a physician might explore the cause of missing data, or a patient’s barriers to improved adherence, rather than deciding to change the dose or start additional medications. Keeping the minimalist heuristic in mind, our model facilitates rapid comparison of information with clear indication of its source; this is accomplished through arrangement of information into unique columns (Figure 2-G & 2-H). Involvement of patients in the documentation and verification of their medical histories is ultimately desirable for efficiency, accuracy, reinforcement, identification of problems with adherence, and educational purposes. Our current model does not target patients in this way but could be adapted to do so through future modifications.

Because health care is increasingly shared among multiple clinicians, staying abreast of medication changes becomes more difficult for each provider. Through the steps of verifying, recording, and updating medication information, the types of changes to medications that are listed in Table 1 can be elucidated. To aid the clinician’s rapid recognition of such changes, four indicators (Figure 2-C, 2-D, 2-E, & 2-F) were designed. With this design, clinicians can scan the medication list for the presence of any flags. Once identified, each flag provides a clear indication of the type of changes made since the clinician’s last encounter with that patient. We hypothesize that reducing the cognitive burden of identifying medication changes will facilitate the higher order taxonomic goals of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation; as a result patient safety will improve.

The design of a medication reconciliation application should help to identify the medications that require the most attention. When both the patient and the other sources of medication information indicate high adherence, relatively little attention to adherence is needed. This does not, however, remove the need for clinical decision-making about the ongoing appropriateness of each medication. In contrast, discrepancies in adherence among multiple sources of information should warrant more attention. Ordering of presentation is one such way to emphasize priority; we placed the most important information at the top. We hypothesize that categorizing and prioritizing medications will decrease the time required for providers to identify potential medication discrepancies. One limitation to this approach is that patients’ stated reasons for medication non-adherence are not captured and displayed to assist reconciliation further.
The design described herein includes available sources of medication information already present at the study institution (Figure 1 items with “*”). These same medication information sources may not be readily incorporated at other institutions. Furthermore, institutions without direct control over their EHR design and development may not be able to incorporate the design elements discussed herein, but EHR vendors and designers could use the results to improve their applications. Flexibility for expansion to accommodate additional sources of information was considered during the design process. Therefore, regardless of medication source availability, the design would still have several key features of importance to many institutions (Table 3).

6. Conclusions

In summary, we designed this medication reconciliation application with the intent to incorporate it into our locally developed EHR system. The design decisions discussed in this study, however, are broadly applicable. While approaches in design may vary among medication reconciliation applications, any system that seeks to optimize clinical decision making will need to address the same issues discussed here. Despite being limited in the scope of medication information data included, this application seeks to integrate more sources than discussed in other published literature. We chose to include the medication information most readily available and easiest to incorporate at our institution (items with “*” in Figure 1). The next step is usability testing of the prototype. We have designed specific performance tasks and user experience surveys that will be used to refine the design.

7. Clinical Relevance Statement

Medication reconciliation is an essential but resource-intensive process without a gold standard to measure medication adherence. Minimization of discrepancies to improve patient safety is the goal of medication reconciliation. This study reviews the design of a new medication reconciliation user interface that displays information from multiple sources, indicates discrepancies among sources, displays computed adherence, and sorts the list in a useful display for clinical decision making.
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Fig. 1  Flowchart of the medication reconciliation process in the inpatient and outpatient settings (Adapted from Poon et al. [27]). The accurate pre-encounter medication list is compiled based on reconciliation of data from multiple sources. This allows a new encounter medication list to be generated. *Data sources incorporated into our prototype; INR = International normalized ratio; PA = Physician Assistant; NP = Nurse Practitioner; RN = Registered Nurse; MPR = Medication Possession Ratio [30, 31]; PDC = Proportion of Days Covered [30, 31]
Fig. 2 Medication List Manager prototype. This display shows medications sorted by computed adherence. Letters with arrows (▶) were added to correspond to descriptions provided in ▶ Table 2 as well as the text.

Fig. 3 Medication adherence graph. Depiction of a patient's adherence based on pharmacy dispensing data demonstrating gaps in the available supply. This graph appears when the clinician hovers over the icon depicted in ▶ Figure 2-O.
Table 1  Categories of changes to medications that require special attention

- Medication(s) added since the previous patient encounter
- Medication(s) discontinued since the previous patient encounter Changes to dose, route, or frequency by another provider
- Patient’s adherence report (not taking a prescribed medication, self-reported dose differs from prescribed dose, or taking a non-prescribed medication)
- Low or decreasing patient adherence to medication based on pharmacy data or insurance claims data

Table 2  Descriptive key for lettered labels in Figure 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Toggle between alphabetic and adherence views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Checkbox to facilitate action(s) on selected item(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Discontinued medication flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dose discrepancy flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Dose change flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>New medication flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Column of patient report of adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Column of pharmacy data on adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Pharmacy indication medication is discontinued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Pharmacy indication patient has low adherence with medication due to &lt;80% dispense history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Pharmacy indication there is no available dispensing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Pharmacy indication patient is likely taking medication due to ≥80% dispense history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Proportion of days covered adherence percentage based on dispense history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Indicator of trend in adherence; increase, decrease, or stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Thumbnail graph of medication adherence based on pharmacy dispense history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Column indicating refills remaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Thumbnail image of medication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Key design features of the prototype medication reconciliation application

**Multiple sources of information presented simultaneously**
- Patient derived sources
- Health record derived sources
- Pharmacy record derived sources

**Indication of changes to the medication lists**
- Medication(s) added since previous encounter
- Medication(s) discontinued since previous encounter
- Patient’s adherence report (not taking a prescribed medication, self-reported dose differs from prescribed dose, or taking a non-prescribed medication)
- Changes to dose, route, or frequency by another provider

**Automatic calculation of adherence using Proportion of Days Covered**

**Sorting of medications based on adherence groupings**
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